
Meet Them All !
An activity proposed by the Grenoble-EMSE-LSU Team

Hye Europe iGEM Teams,

We are the Grenoble-EMSE-LSU team and we have a challenge for you:

Make this Jamboree into a giant meeting place !

The feedback we got from previous teams indicates a lack of social interaction between
teams during the Jamboree. So we decided to do something about it.

Indeed we feel that this Jamboree is a wonderful opportunity to meet students 
from different countries and universities, and we created some activities in order to
facilitate communication and interaction between people.

You will find all necessary information below. Take the opportunity ! Enjoy the 
challenges  and meet loads of others !

And most of all… Have fun !

Grenoble-EMSE-LSU Team

How to win the “most sociable team” prize ?

There is only one rule : You simply need to accomplish as many challenges as you can !

Whenever you completed a challenge (take a picture, a video, collect an anecdote), you 
just have to send it to us by email at igem.grenoble.fr@gmail.com.

We will give an update on scores during the social event on saturday night.

Your team challenge list (not all your team members need to be on the 
pictures/videos):

 take a picture with a member of every team from your country

 take a picture with iGEMists  from as many different countries as possible

 take a picture of your team  and a take a picture of your team wearing T-shirts of 
another team (with their blessing of course !)

 take a picture of your biologists and the biologists from the team coming from the 
town furthest away from yours

 take a picture of you sharing a meal/snack/drink with a member of two other teams

 take a picture of your team making a funny human pyramid

 make a video of an iGEMist saying a few words to you in his/her language and you 
saying the same in his/her language (of course you have to do this with someone who 
speaks another language than you)

 make a video of an iGEMist singing a song in his/her language and you singing the 
same song in his/her language (of course you have to do this with someone who speaks
another language than you)

 collect as many anecdotes as you can about other teams iGEM experiences


